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Abstract: methods of data center performance estimation based on mathematical simulation of consumption
system were analyzed. Multi-processor system on chip performance enhancement was proved to be optimal
instrument of modeling could be. In order to optimize the model centralized control concept, inter-tier liquid
cooling and proactive management scheme that rely on model predictive controller were discussed. It was
demonstrated that modern thermal management techniques have to be studied. To develop the methodology
operating power supply of the platform to near-threshold values, multiple supply voltages utilization
optimization method for the voltage islands distribution and microarchitectural techniques to control the
thermal hotspots were analyzed. Multi-processor system on chip performance enhancement was demonstrated as
application for minimization of the global thermal impact, specifically temperature-aware floorplanning and
simulated annealing utilization. While power consumption is generated by two sources it was decided that cost
function was defined as a sum of the power input vector and required workload. Developed control system is
based on interval steps, which starts at current time. The result of the optimization is proved to be an optimal
sequence of control actions. To evaluate developed model were compared application of thermal management
load balancing, look up table, fuzzy logic and proactive liquid cooling techniques. Unified thermal modeling
methodology based on the finite difference method helps to make a proper analysis of the problem and to build
proper applications up to the particular properties. The methodology uses paradigm of search optimal control
criteria to find the optimal microchannel width. The main problem of optimization is to minimize the peak
temperature and thermal gradients of the model, which allows to reduce the cooling system consumption.
Keywords: data center, power consumption, liquid cooling technique, load balancing, look up table, fuzzy logic,
thermal modeling.
1. Introduction
Requirements for data center servers’ room power and temperature facilities have significantly grown for the
last decades. Development of proper model of data center performance estimation could be done by
mathematical simulation of servers’ room power consumption system. 3D integrated circuits (IC) were proved to
be optimal instruments of multi-processor system-on-chip (MPSoC) performance enhancement. Modern
hardware resources and advanced 3D architecture stays a serious challenge in thermal dissipation and power
management. Unified thermal modeling methodology based on the finite difference method for evaluation of 3D
MPSoCs proposed in this work will help to make a proper analysis of the problem and to build proper
applications up to the particular properties of the data center infrastructure. The integration of this methodology
in bounds of the virtual platform will enable server chip’s dynamic thermal evaluation procedure.
For development of the unified thermal modeling methodology meta-analysis of recent studies was done.
There were analyzed key aspects of thermal management of liquid-cooled 3D MPSoCs [1-4]. In order to
optimize the model centralized control concept [2], inter-tier liquid cooling [3] and proactive management
scheme that rely on model predictive controller were discussed. Modern thermal management techniques were
studied, particularly: load balancing liquid cooling policy [5], fuzzy logic thermal management mechanism [6]
LUT-based flow rate control load balancing [7]. To develop the methodology operating power supply of the
platform to near-threshold values [8], multiple supply voltages utilization optimization method for the voltage
islands distribution in 3D MPSoCs [9] and microarchitectural techniques to control the thermal hotspots in 3D
MPSoCs [10] were analyzed. MPSoC was demonstrated as application for minimization of the global thermal
impact, specifically temperature-aware floorplanning [11], simulated annealing utilization [12] and temperature-

aware floorplanning genetic algorithms [13]. In the context of 3D MPSoCs floorplanning has been studied to
analyze interlayer thermal dissipation [12, 14-17].
Meta-analysis shows possibility development of efficient thermal modeling methodology based on the finite
difference method.
2. Proposed method
Thermal management procedures for 3D MPSoCs are usually meant to use a variable-flow liquid cooling
with experimentally estimated sets of rules to control the temperature profile check performance requirements. In
this case has to be developed a centralized control concept, which must be scalable for the controlled parameters
increase scenario. It was proposed a cyber-physical approach 3D MPSoCs thermal management with inter-tier
liquid cooling [93]. Control mechanism has to be developed with software-based thermal estimation and
prediction which includes application of non-uniform liquid flow model. Non-uniform liquid flow and different
microchannels requirements are used to conform to the specifications of all modules. Thereby control decisions
has to be done on software-based thermal estimation and prediction platform and simulation non-uniform liquid
flow in different microchannels meets all cooling demands. Thus, effective model has to demonstrate the
overhead of software-based thermal estimation realization of non-uniform flow process in different channels.
Proactive thermal management scheme relies on model predictive controller (MPC). It has to be developed a
thermal management algorithm that controls task scheduling and the data center server room cooling
infrastructure. It is main target is building of the cooling infrastructure of interlayer liquid cooled 3D MPSoC
with dynamical change of the liquid flow rate. While at each time moment or interval system get a new set of
tasks the management scheme should allocate schedule to various cores and change the flow rate up to the
predicted peak temperature to reduce the 3D MPSoC power consumption for cooling and computation needs.
While power consumption is generated by two sources cost function could be defined (Figure 1) as a sum
of the power input vector
weighted by matrix and required workload
weighted by matrix :
,

(1)

where is a time range limited by
value of predictive policy horizon. Matrix estimates maximum values
of the tiers and the cooling system power consumption, while matrix estimates optimization of required
workload from the scheduler. To estimate structure of vector
formally it should be defined:
,
where
is the power input vector and
the cost function has to be defined as
.

(2)

is liquid cooling management value. Thereby target value of

Fig. 1. Sources cost function estimation algorithm

To find a range of operating frequencies values of

and
,

have to be founded:
(3)

which adds to the optimization problem solving a limitation on the number of allowed frequency values
estimatiom.
Next stage of 3D MPSoC simulation includes equations that defines the evolution of the system and
temperature limit
:

,

(4)

where matrices , and refer to 3D MPSoC system description and represent the the system using a
coarse granularity of the thermal cells.
Next equations define required workload
as undone work at moment . While certain part of work will
be always undone till the last moment this value should be equal or more than zero:
.

(5)

It should be noticed that operational frequency can also define power vector :
,

(6)

where is a 3D MPSoC simulation technology-dependent constant.
To define limits of the liquid cooling management value
is to be used. The normalized pumping power
value scales from 0% which refers to no liquid injection to 100% which refers to power at the maximum pressure.
Though maximum change in the pumping power value is limited by normalized value which models dynamics
of the pump:

.

(7)

Control problem is based on interval steps, which starts at current timeτ. The result of the optimization is an
optimal sequence of control actions, such as amount of tasks to be executed for each tier. First samples of the
sequence have to be applied to the target 3D MPSoC, while the remaining ones have to be discarded. At each
time moment, a new optimal control problem based on new temperature measurements and required frequencies
is solved over a shifted prediction horizon [87], which refers to transforming open-loop design method into a
feedback method. Therefore at every time moment the input value is applied to the process parameters up to the
real time process measurements.
3. Experimental results and analysis
To evaluate developed model we have to compare application of different thermal management liquid
cooling techniques:
 LB (load balancing);
 LUT (look up table);
 FL (fuzzy logic);
 PRA (proactive).
Liquid cooling implies maximum cooling flow rate and application of load balancing policy. LB balances the
workload by moving threads from a core’s queue up to the queue lengths difference and threshold value. LUTbased flow rate control dynamically changes the flow rate up to the predicted maximum temperature, while the
tasks have to be scheduled with standard LB procedure. Fuzzy-logic control is basedon fuzzy logic mechanisms
which forms thermal management algorithms that controls the liquid flow rate.
Liquid cooling techniques are comparision is based on maximum and average temperatures values as
computational and cooling power consumption regimes. Thermal impact of the techniques is shown at Figure 2.
It has to be noticed that LB reduces the peak temperature more than LUT and FL, but still avoids hot-spots. It is
same to PRA technique, which the peak temperature reaches 84°C. While each technique has a different
management policy and control elements, it afects the peak and average temperatures values.
Figure 3 demonstrates comparison of the total consumed power rate for different rechniques based on on the
four-tier MPSoC with the average workload [94]. Energy consumption values were normalized up to the 3DMPSoC liquid cooling technique load balancing policy. It has to be metioned that PRA policy manages reducing

of the cooling power and thereby overall system power by 23 % with respect to LC policy, by 40% with respect
to LUT policy and by 22% with respect to LUT policy.

Fig. 2. Temperature values observed using all the policies for different workloads regime on four-tier 3D MPSoC

Fig. 3. The normalized energy consumption in the whole 3D MPSoC system

Microchannel width significantly affects the change in temperature due to convection
. With Nusselt
number
value, hydraulic diameter of channel and thermal conductivity
the heat transfer coefficient
can be obtained as:
.

(8)

The effective heat transfer coefficient can be evaluated by projecting the heat transfer coefficient above from
the side wall surfaces by channel height
and channel width :
.

(8)

The convective resistance
for the system can be obtained as a reciprocal value of the
. Figure 4
and 5 shows that the convective temperature
as well as convective resistance
decreases up to the
channel width is reduction. The main problem is modification of the convective resistance to compensate
.
Thereby the channel width should be a function of the distance along the channel
. The maximal width is
at the inlet where the fluid temperature is low and minimal width is near the outlet where the fluid temperature is
high. Thereby, for the case of uniform heat flux, it should be modulated the channel width from inlet to outlet.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Microchannel temperature distribution for the structure with (a) uniform constant channel width and (b) modulated
channel width

Fig. 5. Dependence of the convective resistance on the channel width

Developed methodology uses this paradigm of formulating an optimal control criteria to find the optimal
microchannel width, from the fluid inlet to outlet. The main problem of optimization is to minimize the peak
temperature and thermal gradients of the 3D MPSoC model, which allows to reduce the energy needed by
cooling system of servers’ room.
4. Conclusions
There were analyzed methods of data center performance estimation based on mathematical simulation of
consumption system. It was shown that optimal instrument of modeling could be multi-processor system on chip
performance enhancement. In order to optimize the model centralized control concept, inter-tier liquid cooling
and proactive management scheme that rely on model predictive controller were discussed. To develop the
methodology operating power supply of the platform to near-threshold values, multiple supply voltages
utilization optimization method for the voltage islands distribution and microarchitectural techniques to control
the thermal hotspots were analyzed. Multi-processor system on chip performance enhancement was
demonstrated as application for minimization of the global thermal impact, specifically temperature-aware
floorplanning and simulated annealing utilization. While power consumption is generated by two sources it was
decided that cost function could be defined as a sum of the power input vector and required workload.
Developed control system is based on interval steps, which starts at current time. The result of the
optimization is proved to be an optimal sequence of control actions. To evaluate developed model were
compared application of thermal management load balancing, look up table, fuzzy logic and proactive liquid
cooling techniques. Unified thermal modeling methodology based on the finite difference method helps to make
a proper analysis of the problem and to build proper applications up to the particular properties. Developed
methodology uses optimal control criteria to find the microchannel width. The main problem of optimization is
to minimize the peak temperature and thermal gradients of the model, which allows to reduce the cooling system
consumption.
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